
   

 

 

 

 
 

UNDERSTANDING THE ARTS 

MUSIC:  
 Exploring music through the theme of ‘travel’.  

 Learn to sing a song with rhythmic word patterns and 
a cumulative action song with improvised body 
movements.  

 
ART and DT: 
 Children will explore how levers and sliders work, by 

making examples of each from templates and learn 

about the direction of movements and the 

mechanisms required to make these work.  

 Children will create an impressive print using shaving 

foam and ink to represent the flames and beams of 

the Tudor houses inspired by the Great Fire of 

London. We will also develop our sketching skills by 

sketching pictures of St Paul’s Cathedral.  

UNDERSTANDING PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT, 
HEALTH & WELLBEING 

PSHE:  
The children will explore and talk about:  

 Feelings and emotions – give examples of feelings, 

describe how they feel and how others feel, recognise 
that it is important to share feelings and give examples 
of appropriate ways of doing so.  

 Valuing difference – identify similarities and differences 

between themselves and others, recognise that we all 
have things in common with other people, even if we 
think we are different, recognise that everyone is equal.  

 Taking care of the environment –describe what 

makes the local environment pleasant / not so pleasant.   

 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION:  
We will continue to follow the REAL PE scheme of work, the 
next cog is the ‘Creative’ cog. This involves ordering 

instructions, movements and skills. We will also be 
developing our balancing skills. This term the class will also 
be playing netball taught by Adam (sports coach), once a 
week. Please can we have indoor and outdoor kit (with 
trainers) in school each day please. 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

The unit ‘Gospel’ is taken from the Understanding Christianity 

scheme of work and the key question for the term is ‘What is the 

good news Jesus brings?’ 

We will explore themes of forgiveness and peace as part of this 

unit of work.  

The children’s learning will take place in many forms and will 

include listening to stories, discussion based activities, role play 

and written tasks.  

 

HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL & SOCIAL 
UNDERSTANDING 

HISTORY:  
Our learning will focus on the Great Fire of London in 
1666. We will investigate why the fire started, spread and 
stopped. The class will generate their own questions which 
they will be able to answer themselves by the end of the 
term.   
As part of the topic, we will contrast the design, properties 
and materials used in modern buildings to those at the 
time of the Great Fire of London.  
We will also examine the food eaten at the time, compare 
and make contemporary and period recipes.  

 
 

MATHEMATICS 

 Addition with 20: using different strategies to help us with 

addition, such as counting on, adding ones and using our 

knowledge of number bonds to 10.  

 Subtraction with 20: subtract 10s and 1s, learn how to 

cross a 10 when subtracting, compare addition and 

subtractions and solve word and picture problems.  

 2D and 3D shapes: naming different 2D and 3D shapes, 

making patterns using different shapes.  

 Problem solving and reasoning: we will continue to 

apply our knowledge and understanding to answer different 

problems in different contexts.  

 

  

 

SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL 

UNDERSTANDING 

 SCIENCE:  

Our learning this term will focus on ‘everyday materials’. We 

will: 

 Go on a material hunt and see if we can identify more 

than 5 different materials in school. 

 Use scientific vocabulary to describe the properties of 

different materials.  

 Explore our environment and use magnets to learn 

more about what is and isn’t magnetic. 

 Be tasked with building houses for the Three Little Pigs 

using different materials. 

 

FOREST SCHOOL: 

Children will continue to learn about the natural environment 

through their time in Forest School with Mrs Mundy. They 

will have opportunities to use their learning across the 

curriculum as they investigate our school environment. 

 

COMPUTING: 

This term we will be revisiting coding but will be using 

Scratch Jnr. The children will learn to use the interface to 

create a sequence of instructions to follow a given algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENGLISH & LANGUAGE 

NARRATIVE:  

Our core stories will be Vlad and the Great Fire of London and 

The Little Bird and the Forest Fire. We will be doing different 

speaking and listening and writing based activities related to 

these stories. 

NON-FICTION: 

We will be exploring Samuel Pepys’ diary and will have a go at 

writing our own diary entries.  

PHONICS / GRAMMAR: 

We will start looking at other graphemes to represent the 

phonemes already taught. This includes the graphemes: 

ay/oy/ie/ea/a-e/i-e/o-e/u-e/e-e/ou/ue/ew 

We will continue to remember our writing targets (finger spaces, 

capital letters and full stops). We will also start to learn about 

verbs, exclamation marks, using ‘so’ and ‘but’ to connect two 

sentences together and correctly spell days of the week.   

ITALIAN: Children will be learning basic vocabulary and 

phrases through games and songs.  

 


